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E. Brookcr 
A. Winters 
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N.I.O, (Principal Scientist) 
D.M.r.8. 
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A. Wright Plessey (U.K.) Ltd, 
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N.D, Smith N.I.O. 
M. J. Harris N.I.O. 
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K.R. Evans N.I.O, 
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&, Andlson Hydro. Dept. Data Centre 
V.G. ¥olsby Birmingham University 
J.R. Dunn Birmingham University 
J,E. Hudson Birmingham University 
G-. Hodges Plessey (U.K.) Ltd, 

J.C. Swallow N.I.O. 
R, Dobson N.I.O. 
J, Jopling •N.I.O. 

Gener.jl 

During 1964 a number of projects accumulated which required some sea-
time but Vfhich could not be accommodated conveniently on an ordinary cruise 
of the R.R.S, ''Discovery", and it was decided to devote cruise 5 to these. 
It turned out that the proposed programme fitted in well with some investigations 
of temperature structure which D.N.F.S. wished to caz'iy out, and with the 
obtaining of some echo-sounder profiles required by Dr. Laughton of N.I.O. 

Most of the projects required handling of gear over the side of the ship 
and were therefore best done during daylight,so that the usual routine was to 
stop the ship by day and survey by night. The only snag of this proceedure 
v/as that the Dooca Navigator fixes were often unreliable at night, since the 
ship was working near the limit of range and slsy-wave propagation becomes 
important in this region. 

Some work required deep water and some shallow, so the ship spent most of 
her time near the edge of the Continental Shelf, She returned to Falmouth 
on 11th ilay to interchange personnel. 

During the first part of the trip the weather was rougher than could 
have been wished for, but on only one day was it impossible to work at all, 
duo to a Force 10/1I gale. 

All staff assisted in the routine surveying work. 

A brief account of the various projects will be given. In many eases, 
of course, the results have not yet been ana].ysed. (The order of presentation 
has no significance). 
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(1) Calibration of the Shipbornc wave recorder under way. 

It was hoped to investigate the rosponne of the Shipbornc wave recorder 
at various ship speeds and on various courses relative to the waves. This 
involved a long day's programme of S.B."r?.R. and Clover-leaf buoy measurements. 
Unfortunitely the buoy vfas seriously damaged oarly-on and though the programac 
was continued, it is not yet clear how useful the results will be. The 
damage was caused when the cable was sucked into the bow propeller tube, 
fouling the propeller itself, turning the buoy upside down, and pullir.g it 
hard against the side of the ship. 

( 2 ) Bottom pressure measurement below waves. 

An f.m. wave recorder was laid in 165 metres of water and an hour's 
record obtained. The output of the S.B.v.'.S. was recorded simultaneously and 
a Clover-leaf buoy record obtained shortly aftcr.vards. It is thought that 
there was probably not enough standing-'.,'ave component to give appreciable 
second order effects, but the first order attenuation is also of considerable 
interest because previous measurements have departed significantly from 
theoretical predictions. 

(3 ) Non-linear effects in ship motion. 

Some records were taken for an exploratory study to test whether bispectral 
analysis is a useful tool for studying non-linear effects in ship motion. 

(4 ) Off-shore talemetering tide gauge. 

This dcvice, which measures the bottom pressure in depths of up to about 
200 m and transmits it back to the ship by radio, was laid successfully, but 
with great difficulty, in a depth of 165 m at a position of approximately 
46°21'N 4°23'¥. The radio range proved to bo about 10 miles and a 24 hour 
tide-record was obtained, after which a valve in the transmitter failed. 
The recovery of the equipment also proved to be difficult, and it was 
decided not to use the equipment again. 

( 5 ) N.I.O. expendable velocity-of-sound meter. 

This device was still in 0 "lash-up" state and experienced a series of 
accidents (including a winch failure), so that it was not possible to test 
it pi'opcrly. It is obvious that the practical difficulties are greater than 
anticipated, but the teste that were made indicate that the principle is sound 
and that several tenths of an acoustic watt were being radiated. 

(6) Tito coring lines wore carried out across the Cockburn Bank in the Celtic 
Sea, but owing to the unsatisfactory control system on the coring winch, 

.only very short cores were obtained. Where satisfactory cores were not 
obtained, grab sa'nples wore taken. 

( 7 ) 2000 m Depth-telemeter (test of acoustic system). 

This T/as tried on a vertical wire and gave reasonable signal strengths 
up to full depth. 

(8) Test of a now type of depth gauge for Messrs. Casclla. 

These operate on a folded Kelvin-tube principle, but did not 'work owing 
to the water thread fragmenting under tlio vibration experienced in use at aea. 

( 9 ) Birmingham University. 

The party from Birmingham University investigated acous-uic propagation • 
in connection with the formation of narrow beams, a wide-band acoustic transducer 
and an experimental low-frequency sound source. 

(10) Pleosey Velocity-of-sound meter. 

Two instruments were taken, one reading in ft/aec and the other in nv̂ 'sec. 
TheBG wore thorougliLy tested to depths of up to approx. 15OO m and compared 
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T/ith measured temperatures and salinities. Ono failed, but the i-oadings of 
the other agreed Loll with velocities calculated from Wilson's tables, giving 
a largest error of 1.7 ft/sec and an r.rn.s. error of 0.7 ft/sec (the 
uncertainty in tho calculated velocities uas ostimated at approx. ±1ft/soc). 

(11) Tomperaturc studies. 

On passage and during survey, surface temperatures wore measured every 
4 hour and bathythermograph dips were made every ̂  hour. Several rapid 
bathythermograph sequences v.'cre taken with the ship stationary, and a total 
of over 1000 bathythermograph slides were obtained. Considerable difficulty 
yas experienced i.'ith tho bathythermograph v;inchos. 

(12) Depth survey. 

Tho Precision Scho Sounder v/as run during passage and survey runs. Host 
previously available profiles have boon taken by ships on passage and are 
therefore roughly perpendicular to tho edge of the Continental Shelf, Tlio 
profiles taken parallel to the edge during this cruise should help in tho 
interpretation of these. 

(13) Sonar studies. 

Tho narrow beam 37 kc/s sonar was being checked and tested in preparation 
for cruise 7, but the opportunity was taken to take some bottom pictures and 
several records of scattering layers near tho shelf edge. These latter 
showed extremely interesting features which also showed on tho 10 kc/s P.E.S. 
In nearly every case, concentratiors of scatterors in mid-water were observed 
just off tho shelf edge, though it i/as not possible to sample them. This 
phenomenon deserves further investigation. 

(14) Development of Swallow ELoat tracking system. 

A nov/ system for traclcing Swallow Hoats i/as tested. This consists 
of transmitting a 5 msec duration regularly-timed pulse from the float and 
receiving this using towed hydrophones and a 200 c/s'bandwidth amplifier, 
tho output of \i-hich is displayed on a Mufax recorder whose speed is 
controlled precisely to give a correlated display. Detection ranges of 
5 miles were obtained, and bearings were measured using the D^pplor shift 
as the ship altered course. 

(15) Catch-dividing bucket (for biological sampling nets). 

A now design of catch-dividing bucket was tested several times with its 
operation monitored over the conductor-cored cable. The device steers the 
catch into one bucket when the net is in a certain depth range and into a 
second bucket at other times, 

(16) Tests of deep-sea camora. 

Systematic tests were made using seveial types of film, two types of 
Ions, and two types of window. 
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General 

During 1964 a number of projects accumulated which required some sea«-
time but which could not be accommodated conveniently on an ordinary cruise 
of the H.R.S. "Discovery", and it was decided to devote cruise 5 to these. 
It turned out that the proposed programme fitted in vjell with some investigations 
of temperature structure which D,N.¥.S. wished to carry out, and with the 
obtaining of some echo-sounder profiles required by Dr. Laughton of N.I.O, 

Most of the projects required handling of gear over the side of the ship 
and were therefore best done during daylight,, so that the usual routine was to 
stop the ship by day and survey by night. The only snag of this proceedure 
was that the Decca Navigator fixes were often unreliable at night, since the 
ship was Tforking near the limit of range and slcy-v/ave propagation becomes 
important in this region. 

Some work required deep water and some shallow, so the ship spent most of 
her time near the edge of the Continental Shelf, She returned to Falmouth 
on 11th ¥iay to interchange personnel. 

During the first part of the trip the weather was rougher than could 
have been wished for, but on only one day was it impossible to ?7ork at all, 
due to a Force 10/l1 gale. 

All staff assisted in the routine surveying work, 

A brief account of the vai'ious projects will be given. In many cases, 
of course, the results have not yet been analysed, (The order of presentation 
has no significance). 
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(1) Calibration of the Shipborno wave recorder under way. 

It was hoped to investigate the response of the Shtgbome wave recorder 
at various ship speeds and on various courses relative to^the waves, , This 
involved a long day's programme of S.B#¥.R. and Clover-leaf buoy measurements# 
Unfortunately the buoy was seriously damaged early-on and jthough the pr@g^%pe 
was continued, it is not yet clear how useful the results will be^ The 
damage was caused when the cable was sucked into the bow propellers 
fouling the propeller itself, turning the buoy upside down, and pullirg it 
hard against the side of the ship, 

(2 ) Bottom pressure measurement below waves. 

An f.m, wave recorder was, la.id in 165 metres of water and an hour's 
record obtained. The output of the S.B.W.S. was recorded simultaneously and 
a Clover-leaf buoy record obtained shortly afterwards. It is thought that 
there was probably not enough standing-wave component to give appreciable 
second order effects, but the first order attenuation is also of considerable 
interest because previous measurements have departed significantly from 
theoretical predictions. 

(3) Non-linear effects in ship motion. 

Some records vfere taken for an exploratory study to test vifhether bispectral 
analysis is a useful tool for studying non-linear effects in ship motion. 

(4 ) Off-shore telemetering tide gauge. 

This device, which measures the bottom pressure in depths of up to about 
200 m and transmits it back to the ship by radio, was laid successfully, but 
with great difficulty, in a depth of 165 m at a position of approximately 
4-6° 21'H 4°23'W. The radio range proved to be about 10 miles and a 24 hour 
tide-record was obtained, after which a valve in the transmitter failed. 
The recovery of the equipment also proved to bo difficult, and it was 
decided not to use the equipment again, 

(5 ) N.I.O, expendable velocity-of-sound meter. 

This device was still in a "lash-up" state and experienced a series of 
accidents (including a vfinch failure), so that it was not possible to test 
it properly. It is obvious that the practical difficulties are greater than 
anticipated, but the tests that were made indicate that the principle is sound 
and that several tenths of an acoustic ivatt were being radiated. 

(6) Tivo coring lines were carried out across the Cockburn Bank in the Celtic 
Sea, but owing to the unsatisfactory control system on the coring winch, 

only very short cores v/ere obtained. Where satisfactory cores were not 
obtained, grab samples were taken. •' 

(7 ) 2000 m Depth-telemeter (test of acoustic system). 

This was tried on a vertical wire and gave reasonable si^al strengths 
up to full depth, 

(8) Test of a new typo of depth gauge for Messrs, Casella. 

These operate on a folded Kelvin-tube principle, but did not work owing 
to- the water thread fragmenting under the vibration experienced in use at sea. 

(9 ) Birmingham University, 

The party from Birmingham University investigated acoustic propagation -
in connection with the formation of narrow beams, a wide-band acoustic transducer 
and an experimental low-frequency sound source, 

(10) Plessey Velocity-of-sound meter. 

Two instruments were taken, one reading in ft/sec and the other in n/sec. 
These were thoroughly tested to depths of up to approx. 150O m and compared 
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with measured temperatures and salinities. One failed, but the readings of 
the other agreed well with volocities calculated from Wilson's tables, giving 
a largest error of 1.7 ft/sec and an r.m.s. error of 0.7 ft/sec (the 
uncertainty in the calculated velocities was estimated at approx. ±1ft/sec). 

(11) Temperature studies. 

On passage and during survey, surface temperatures were measured every 
4 hour and bathythermograph dips were made every ^ hour. Several rapid 
bathythermograph sequences were taken veith the ship stationary, and a total 
of over 1000 bathythermograph slides were obtained. Considerable difficulty 
was experienced with the bathythei'mograph winches. 

(12) Depth survey. 

The Precision Echo Sounder was run during passage and survey runs. Most 
previously available profiles have been taken by ships on passage and are 
therefore rou^ly perpendicular to the edge of the Continental Shelf, The 
profiles taken parallel to the edge during this cruise should help in the 
interpretation of these, 

(13) Sonar studies. 

The narrow beam 37 kc/s sonar was being checked and tested in preparation 
for cruise J, but the opportunity was taken to take some bottom pictures and 
several records of scattering layers near the shelf edge. These latter 
showed extremely interesting features which also showed on the 10 kc/s P.E.Q. 
In nearly every case, concentrations of scatterors in mid-water were observed 
just off the shelf edge, though it was not possible to sample them. This 
phenomenon deserves further investigation, 

(14 ) Development of Swallow ZLoat tracking system. 

A new system for tracking Swallow Eloats was tested. This consists 
of transmitting a 5 msec duration regularly-timed pulse from the float and 
receiving this using towed hydrophones and a 200 c/s bandwidth amplifier, 
the output of which is displayed on a Mufax recorder whose speed is 
controlled precisely to give a correlated display. Detection ranges of 
5 miles were obtained, and bearings were measured using the Doppler shift 
as the ship altered course. 

(15 ) Catch-dividing bucket (for biological sampling nets). 

A new design of catch-dividing bucket was tested several times with its 
operation monitored over the conductor-cored cable. The device steers the 
catch into one bucket whon the not is in a certain depth range and into a 
second bucket at other times, ' 

(16 ) Tests of deep-sea camera. 

Systematic tests were made using several types of film, two types of" 
lens, end two types of windoiv. 
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General 

During 1964 a number of projects accumulated which required some sea? 
time but which could not be accommodated conveniently on an ordinary cruise 
of the R.R.S. "Discovery", and it was decided to devote cruise 5 to these. 
It turned out that the proposed programme fitted in well vfith some investigations 
of temperature structure vfhich D.N.W.S. wished to carry out, and with the 
obtaining of some echo-sounder profiles required by Dr. Laughton of II*I.CP« 

Most of the projects required handling of gear over the side of the ship 
and were therefore best done during daylight,so that the usual routine was %o 
stop the ship by day and survey by night. The only snag of this proceedure 
was that the Decca Navigator fixes were often unreliable at night, since the 
ship was working near the limit of range and sky-wave propagation becomes 
important in this region. 

Some work required deep water and some shallow, so the ship spent mpst of 
her time near the edge of the Continental Shelf, She returned to Falmouth 
on 11th May to interchange personnel* 

During the first part of the trip the weather was rougher than could 
have been wished for, but on only one day was it impossible to vovk. at all, 
due to a Force IO/II gale. 

All staff assisted in the routine surveying work* 

A brief account of the various projects v/ill be given. In many cases^ 
of course, the results have not yet been analysed, (The order of presentation 
has no significance). 
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(1) Calibration of the Shipborno v;ave recorder under way. 

It was hoped to investigate the response of the Shipbome wave recorder 
at various ship speeds and on various courses relative tp. the viraves. This 
involved a long day's programme of S.B.W.R. and Clover-leaf buoy measurements. 
Unfortunately the buoy was seriously damaged early-on and though the programme 
was continued, it is not yet clear how useful the results will be* The 
damage was caused when the cable was sucked into the bow propeller tube, 
fouling the propeller itself, turning the buoy upside down, and pullicg it 
hard against the side of the ship. 

(2) Bottom pressure measurement below waves. 

An f.m, T;ave recorder was laid in I65 metres of water and an hour's 
record obtained. The output of the S.B.W.R. was recorded simultaneously and 
a Clover-leaf buoy record, obtained shortly aftcnrards. It is thought that 
there was probably not enough standing-wave component to give appreciable 
second order effects, but the first order attenuation is also of considerable 
interest because previous measurements have departed significantly from 
theoretical predictions. 

(5) Non-linear effects in ship motion. 

Some records were taken for an exploratory study to test whether bispeqtral 
analysis is a useful tool for studying non-linear effects in ship motion, 

(4) Off-shore telemetering tide gauge. 

This device, v/hich measures the bottom pressure in depths of up to about 
200 m and transmits it back to the ship by radio, was laid successfully, but' 
with great difficulty, in a depth of 165 m at a position of approximately 
46°21'N 4°23'̂ i'̂ . The radio range proved to be about 10 miles and a 24 hour 
tide-record was obtained, after which a valve in the transmitter failed. 
The recovery of the equipment also proved to be difficult, and it was 
decided not to use the equipment again. 

(5) N.I,0. expendable velocity-of-sound meter. 

This device was still in a "lash-up" state and experienced a series of 
accidents (including a winch failure), so that it was not possible to test 
it properly. It is obvious that the practical difficulties are greater than 
anticipated, but the tests that vvere made indicate. that the principle is .̂ound 
and that several tenths of an acoustic v/att were being radiated. 

(6) Two coring linos were carried out across the Cockburn Bank in the Celtic 
Sea, but oviing to the unsatisfactory control system on the coring v.'inch, 

only very short cores v/ere obtained. Where satisfactory cores were not 
obtained, grab samples were taken. 

(7) 2000 m Depth-telemeter (test of acoustic system). 

This was tried on a vertical wire and gave reasonable signal strengths 
up to full depth. 

(8) Test of a new type of depth gauge for Messrs. Casella. 

These operate on a folded Kelvin-tube principle, but did not work owing 
tcb the water thread fragmenting under the vibration experienced in use at sea# 

(9) Birmingham University. 

The party from Birmingham University investigated acoustic propagation -
in connection with the formation of narrow beams, a wide-band acoustic transducer 
and an experimental low-frequency sound source. 

(10) Plesjsey Velocity-of-sound meter, 

Tvfo instruments wore taken, one reading in ft/sec and the other in m/sea. 
These were thoroughly tested to depths of up to approx. I5OO m and compared 
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with measured temperatures aaid salinities. One failed, but the readings of 
the other agreed well with velocities calculated from Wilson's tables, giving 
a lai'gest error of 1.7 ft/sec and an r.m.s. error of 0,7 ft/sec (the 
uncertainty in the calculated velocities was estimated at approx, ±Ift/sec), 

(11) Temperature studies. 

On passage and during survey, surface temperatures were measured every 
hour and bathythermograph dips were made every •§• hour. Several rapid 

bathythermograph sequences were taken vfith the ship stationary, and a total 
of over 1000 bathythermograph slides were obtained. Considerable difficulty 
was experienced vfith the bathythermograph winches. 

(12) Depth survey. 

The Precision Echo Sounder was run during passage and survey runs. Host 
previously available profiles have been taken by ships on passage and are 
therefore roughly perpendicular to the edge of the Continental Shelf, The 
profiles taken parallel to the edge during this cruise should help in the 
interpretation of these, 

(13) Sonar studies. 

The narrow beam 37 kc/s sonar was being checked and tested in preparation 
for cruise 7> but the opportunity was taken to take some bottom pictures and 
several records of scattering layers near the shelf edge. These latter 
showed extremely interesting features which also showed on the 10 kc/s P.E,S. 
In nearly every case, concentrations of scatterers in mid-water were observed 
just off the shelf edge, though it was not possible to sample them. This 
phenomenon deserves further investigation. 

(14) Development of Swallow Float tracking system. 

A new system for tracking Swallow Floats was tested. This consists 
of transmitting a 5 msec duration regularly-timed pulse from the float and 
receiving this using towed hydrophones and a 200 c/s bandwidth amplifier, 
the output of which is displayed on a Mufax recorder whose speed is 
controlled precisely to give a correlated display. Detection ranges of 
5 miles were obtained, and bearings were measured using the Doppler shift 
as the ship altered course. 

(15) Catch-dividing bucket (for biological sampling nets). 

A new design of catch-dividing bucket was tested several times with its 
operation monitored over the conductor-cored cable. The device steers the 
catch into one bucket when the not is in a certain depth range and into a 
second bucket at other times, 

(16) Tests of deep-sea camera. 

Systematic tests were made using soveial typos of film, two types of 
lens, and two types of window. 
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